YOUR FUTURE BEGINS @MOORPARK COLLEGE

LEARN A NEW CAREER IN A HIGH DEMAND FIELD

Whether you want to earn a certificate or degree right out of high school or you are returning to learn more and earn more—Your NEW CAREER starts here!

- Journalism
- Commercial Photography
- Registered Behavior Technician
- Cyber Security
- Biotechnology
- Engineering Technology
- Computer Programming
- Data Science
- Fitness Trainer
- Hospitality Management
- And More

FIND OUT MORE
bit.ly/Forward-CE
LEARN MORE & EARN MORE
Our CE programs can lead to high paying jobs. You can earn Proficiency Awards, Certificates and Transfer Degrees designed in collaboration with industry professionals from local, national and international businesses. Many of these awards can be earned in as little as 20 weeks. All classes are fully accredited.

STUDENT STIMULUS CASH
You may get up to $1805.00 to help with college costs and living expenses, regardless of income status. Enroll in 6 units or more to qualify.

MORE CHOICES THAN EVER
Business Administration  Data Science
Hospitality Management  Game Design
Accounting  Commercial Photography
Entrepreneurship  Technical Theatre
Nuclear Medicine  Film & TV
Nursing  Graphic Design
Optical Technology  Multimedia
Radiologic Technology  Music Technology
Fitness Specialist  Journalism
Emergency Medical  Child Development
Technician (EMT)  Registered Behavior Technician
Biotechnology  Elementary Teacher
Computer Programming  Education
Cyber Security  Exotic Animal Training
Computer Network Systems  & Management
Engineering Technician  AND MORE

Enroll NOW for FAST TRACK 8-WEEK
Fall semester classes that begin OCTOBER 11th

1400+
ON CAMPUS & ONLINE COURSES
FIND OUT MORE
bit.ly/Forward-CE